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Building Basics: Electrical System Basics
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nuts & bolts



building basics Electrical System Basics Planning your custom-built plane’s electrical system GEORGE R . WILHELMSEN, EA A 442664



W



hen it comes to an aircraft’s electrical system, a lack of good planning can result in expensive changes to the project or, worse yet, a system that doesn’t work. Interdependencies in the electrical system require detailed planning to work properly. Because an electrical system is relatively complex, this how-to guide tackles the electrical foundation of the plane, looking at all of the electrical components the typical builder could conceivably put in it to determine the requirements of the supporting systems.



landing gear motors (mechanical or hydraulic gear), flap motors, and electrical autopilot actuators. These components have a brief operating time, and in cases like the landing gear motor, can have a significant current draw in excess of 10 to 25 amps. However, because of their short mission time, the electrical system is not designed for this load to be on all the time.



Understanding Electrical Loads



It is hard to determine what electrical loads will be on your aircraft without a detailed plan. For example, you could sit down and brainstorm a list of electrical loads, and then Determining the Type of Load In electrical systems, anything that consumes electricity plan your electrical system around that list. If you take an is considered a load on the system. There are two types approach that doesn’t include any margins, you may be left of loads: continuous loads, which are considered on all with a problem when you discover a new load you want the time, and intermittent loads, which are on and off to include in your plans but that your core components cannot support. occasionally. In general, your electrical The best way to make an electrical system must include margin for your There are two types of system plan is to develop an outline continuous loads to operate with all loads: continuous loads, of your aircraft, and then write in the of them on, with enough margin to loads around the outline. This can be a operate with the intermittent load. which are considered simple stick figure of the aircraft, where For example, cabin lights, avionics, the various loads will be written at the cooling fans, and landing lights are to be on all the time, cardinal points of the plane. For example, considered continuous loads. Some and intermittent loads, at the left wingtip, you would have nav might question why landing lights are lights and anti-collision strobe lights. on this list, since in many cases they are which turn on and off Moving inward from the left wingtip, only turned on while landing. While add the continuous-load heated pitot this may be true, if the landing light occasionally. tube and stall detection vane, and then is not considered a continuous load, it will not be included in size calculation of the electrical the continuous-load landing/taxi light combination. Continue around the plane, outlining each device to be system. If such lamps are left on continuously, this could result in draining the battery when the rest of the full load included in the aircraft on the exterior. Once the exterior of the plane is complete, it’s time to start with the interior, is applied to the electrical system. Examples of intermittent loads include starter motors, including the instruments and avionics. You need to EAA Sport Aviation
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building basics develop a list of the devices that will need electricity in the plane, and then pick up the various nuances that often get forgotten. For example, if you plan to fly your plane at night, you’ll need a lighting system for the avionics and instruments. You may desire a cleaner look with post lights or even internally lit instruments, or some combination thereof. As you make your determinations, document each one on the list. If your plane will have electrically operated flaps or landing gear, these intermittent loads need to be added. This includes minor continuous loads such as lighting for position indication as well as the major loads of the driving motor or pump. If your plan includes portable avionics such as handheld GPS receivers or PC-based products such as personal digital assistants to monitor weather or progress, include these devices. These gadgets would operate throughout the trip, so loads would be continuous in nature. A variety of new technologies are available to make your plane more visible in the air, including lamps that shine on your vertical stabilizer, or step lights, which can be turned on when entering the plane in the dark. All of these loads, regardless of whether they are interior, exterior, or accessory, need to be put into a simple table.



Additional Considerations For a basic plane, you should include two electrical bus systems. One bus turns on when the master switch is on and powers your starter, intermittent motor loads, and lighting loads. The second bus is your avionics bus, which is separated by a relay or switch circuit breaker and is energized after the plane is started. This protects your delicate avionics. If you are planning to install a primary flight display (PFD) system,
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you will need to think about redundant electrical systems to support these PFD components. These devices depend on electricity, so having a split and fully redundant electrical bus will assure that a single electrical failure doesn’t shut down your entire avionics system. The most reliable dual systems feature dual alternators, dual voltage regulators, dual batteries, and dual and fully independent electrical bus connections. This approach will assure that a single failure does not compromise your ability to navigate and communicate. Because a vacuum system will neither be required nor warranted, this approach will provide adequate assurance that your plane can reach the ground safely in the event of an electrical failure.



Tallying the Loads With all your loads written down, develop a tally sheet that totals the current draw of each load category. The foundation of your electrical system will be the continuous loads. In basic terms, if you can turn it on and leave it on, it is a continuous load, and your electrical system has to be



big enough to power all continuous loads, plus a reasonable margin. If it doesn’t, you may drain your battery, removing any standby power and potentially burning your alternator. The key is in maintaining a reasonable margin. Maybe your



This can leave you with a power-limited plane, restricting your opportunities to add new gadgets balanced against your electrical bus and alternator capacity, or having to face major changes to increase these capacities. electrical system needs 60 amps, so you buy a 65 amp alternator, which amounts to about an 8 percent margin. This seems reasonable unless you consider that some new avionics will consume that much or more. This



support the remainder of loads during intermittent load operation, as well as to provide you with additional available capacity to support most reasonable changes in new loads that may be added to your system. By using this approach, you will be able to design the basics of your electrical system, while providing enough margin and capacities to accommodate future desires.



can leave you with a power-limited airplane, restricting your opportunities to add new gadgets balanced against your electrical bus and alternator capacity, or having to face major changes to increase these capacities. To make sure you do not have to redesign or rebuild your systems, I recommend having your electrical bus work capable of supporting at least 100 amps of load. Your alternator should be sized to handle the full load, plus the next biggest size available. For example, if you have a base load of 60 amps and the alternators come in 65, 75, and 100 amp varieties, you need the 75 amp model. Taking this approach provides you with a 25 percent margin, which will allow your electrical system to better



George Wilhelmsen holds a commercial certificate with an instrument rating and has more than 1,000 hours of flight experience. He has a bachelor’s degree in engineering technology with a background in DC, analog, and digital controls. He flies a Beech Debonair.



Load Tabulations (CONTINUOUS)



VOLTS



WATTS



MARGIN (x 1.1)



LOAD (amps)



WINGTIP LAMP, L



12



26



1.05



2.3



WINGTIP LAMP, R



12



26



1.05



2.3



TAIL LAMP



12



26



1.05



2.3



HEATED PITOT LAMP



12



LANDING LIGHT



12



200



1.05



17.5



TAXI LIGHT



12



100



1.05



8.8



ICOM AC200



12



-



-



20 (fixed rating by vendor)



0.6 (constant, receiving)



(INTERMITTENT)



VOLTS



WATTS



WINGTIP LAMP, L



-



-



-



WINGTIP LAMP, R



-



-



-



TAIL LAMP



-



-



-



FLAP MOTOR



12



-



10 (running)



STARTER



12



-



20 (cranking)



ICOM AC200



12



-



2.6 (transmitting)



TOTAL LOAD = 53.7 AMPS



LOAD (amps)



TOTAL INTERMITTENT LOAD = 32.6



You can see that lighting loads can add up quickly. Twenty-four volt planes have a lower current draw because of the higher voltage.
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Building basics: Pushrod Secrets 
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